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ABSTRACT 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) analyses consider many and different possible 
accident sequences. Every accident sequence starts with an initiating event which perturbs the 
steady state of operation of the plant and which challenges the safety of the plant. Because it 
is not possible to predict very clear when initiating events will occur, these are modeled as 
resulting from random processes. 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) analyses related to initiating event frequency 
estimation take into account the specific or/and generic data. Where the operation experience 
does not exist or this is little, the generic data contribution is substantial, but the estimates are 
not very reliable. 

This paper highlights the development, the adoption and the application of a method 
based on pipe design data, that combine design data, specific data, with generic data taken 
from applicable studies. The other frequency derivation methods (F/T methods, non-
informative prior distribution, Bayes method with “Moment-Matching” conjugate prior 
distribution) which can be used in Romania for some nuclear facilities will be presented.  

The initiating event frequency derivation methods used in some CANDU PSA analyses 
whose data are selected over a sufficient time period to provide statistically meaningful 
results will be also presented. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

 
There are many types of parameters included in a Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

(PSA): initiating events; failures to start or change state; failure to run or maintain state; 
unavailability due to out of service, etc. An Initiating Event (IE) is an event that creates a 
disturbance in the plant and has the potential to lead to core damage, depending on the 
successful operation of the various mitigating systems in the plant [1]. 

The determination of the appropriate probability model that represents the IE and the 
estimation of  the value of the parameter (which in this case is IE frequency), are two steps 
required in the data analysis task [2]. The estimation of IE frequency is based on the most 
applicable and available data. Two types of data can be used to estimate initiating events 
frequency that is needed in a PSA analysis: plant specific data; generic data. Realistic 
estimates of initiating event frequency can be best obtained from a Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP) operating experience, so use of plant-specific data for  IE frequency produces estimates 
that reflect the actual plant experience. When a NPP has no or a little operating experience (so 
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the IE database does not exist or is too small to permit reliable estimates), it is necessary to 
consult generic data, well documented and that cover several hundreds reactors-years of 
operation. 

 The scope of this paper is to present some IE frequencies derivation methods used in 
some available CANDU PSA analyses and also to present and describe the IE frequencies 
derivation methods that can be used/were used in Romania for some nuclear facilities.  

 
2 IE FREQUENCIES DERIVATION METHODS USED FOR SOME CANDU 
PSA ANALYSES 

 
In all PSA studies, the IE frequencies assignment is done after IE selection and 

grouping. In this chapter will be presented some IE frequencies derivation methods used in 
Darlington Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (DPSE) and in Bruce NGS B Risk Assessment 
(BBRA). Ideally, the best data are those obtained from the specific station being studied.  

In DPSE study, the main source of information for IE frequencies was Ontario Hydro’s 
CANDU operating experience, as reflected in Significant Event Report (SER). A mean 
frequency for each IE was approximated by dividing the number of occurrences found by the 
number of relevant operating reactor years. Operating experience totalized about 100 reactor-
years, up to mid-1985 [3]. 

In BBRA study, the main basis for the derivation of IE frequencies was the experience 
obtained by Ontario Hydro in operating the four units Bruce NGS B station and the primary 
sources of Bruce NGS B experience were the computerized significant event report systems. 
As the basis for quantification, 30 reactor-years for Bruce NGS B experience were used (up to 
May 1994) [4]. The general approach used to quantify the IE was Bayes’ theorem that updates 
the generic nuclear industry experience (expressed as a probability distribution function) with 
Bruce NGS B experience [5]. 

 
2.1 IE FREQUENCIES DERIVATION METHODS USED IN DPSE STUDY 

 
The following assumptions were used in quantifying IE frequencies from experience: 

• the frequencies remain constant with time 
• Ontario Hydro CANDU experience from existing operating CANDU stations is 

applicable to Darlington.    
Three methods were used to derive best-estimates frequency, taking into account the 

number of occurrences found [6]: 
 for events with more than ten occurrences, the best-estimate of frequency resulted by 

dividing the number of occurrences by the total experience. 
Example: “Forced Shutdown (FSD) – All reactor trips not included in other initiating 
events”. With 278 occurrences in 100 reactor-years, the estimation of FSD is 2.8 
occ/reactor-years. 
 for events with one to ten occurrences, the chi-square distribution was used in order to 

obtain an IE frequency.   
Example: “ Pressure tube break resulting in a discharge rate in excess of 1 l/s”. 
With one occurrence in 100 reactor-years, the estimation of the mean value was 
approximated by the chi-square distribution at 50% confidence with 2n+1 degrees of 
freedom. The IE frequency obtained in this case was 1.18e-02 occ/reactor-years (1.2e-
02 occ/reactor-years). 
 for events with zero occurrences, some methods were applied, taking into account the 

nature of the event and the availability of alternative sources of information and data: 
• the chi-square distribution 
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For the DPSE scope, the mean of the IE with zero occurrences was represented by 
the median value of a chi-square distribution with 2n+1 degree of freedom. So, for 
an operating experience about 100 reactor-years, the IE frequency with zero 
occurrences were 2.3e-03 occ/reactor-years. 
Example: “Pressurizer heaters energized spuriously”, “Both heat transport bleed 
valves fail closed”, etc  
• the chi-square distribution and engineering judgment for events with zero 

occurrences expected to have very low frequencies, using data from 
international experience 

This method was used, for example, in calculating the IE frequencies from large 
LOCA category. There were three types of IE that compound large LOCA group. 
With no occurrences in 1000 reactor-years (North American experience), the 
frequency of the group was obtained using chi-square distribution, at 50% 
confidence with 2n+1 degrees of freedom. The engineering judgment was applied 
in allocating the total frequency of the group to each IE that compounds the group. 
• the engineering judgment 
The engineering judgment method was applied in obtaining the frequencies for 
those IE from IE group named “Steam Generator Tube Rupture”. 
• use of the reliability data 
This method was used, for example, in calculating the frequencies of the IE 
belonging to IE group: “Heat Transport Pressure and Inventory Control Failures” 
and  for two IE belonging to IE group named “Feedwater Line Break”. The IE 
frequencies were calculated by multiplication of estimated pipes length with 
failure rates of the pipes. 
• the fault tree method and component failure rate 
This method was applied only for the event from IE category named “Reheater 
Drains Line Break”. Because the event is specific one, the use of chi-square 
distribution was considered inadequate. 

 
2.2 IE FREQUENCIES DERIVATION METHODS USED IN BBRA STUDY 

 
The fundamental assumption used in quantifying IE frequencies from experience is that 

the failure frequencies remain constant with time [4]. 
In BBRA study, were some IE that permitted reliable estimates, directly from operating 

experience. Given the high number of occurrences for “Forced Shutdown”, “One Heat 
Transport pump trips” and “All turbine trips not included in other initiating events”, the 
frequencies were estimated by dividing the number of occurrences by the total experience (30 
reactor-years). 

The general approach used in BBRA study was Bayes’ Theorem. In a Bayesian 
approach, the basic procedure involves first establishing a prior (generic) probability 
distribution for each IE and then, updating it with the station specific experience. A detailed 
description of this method is given in reference [4]. In this study, the prior data were obtained 
from international experience (North American nuclear industry) and the station specific data 
were obtained by combining experience from the four Bruce NGS B units. In establishing a 
suitable prior distribution for those IE identified as Bruce NGS B specific and CANDU 
specific and generic data are not applicable, the following alternative methods were used: 

 use of generic data obtained indirectly using engineering judgment  
 use of fault tree and component failure rate 
 use of non-informative prior distribution. 

The number of reactor years used was one of the following: 
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• 30 years for Bruce NGS B experience 
• 190 years for Ontario Hydro CANDU experience 
• 1000 year for North American experience 

3 IE FREQUENCIES METHODS THAT WERE USED IN ROMANIA  

The methods that were used in Romania for IE frequencies derivation (including 
Cernavoda NPP) are the following:   

 the fault tree (F/T) method, using generic/specific reliability data 
 the Bayes method that combines the station specific experience with the IE 

frequencies appeared to other similar station 
 the method based on piping specific design data and generic data  
 non-informative prior distribution. 
 

3.1 THE F/T METHOD USING GENERIC/SPECIFIC RELIABILITY DATA 
 
This method offers a high resolution in IE frequencies estimation (especially when are 

considered specific data) and shows the multiple causes that lead to their appearance (the 
minimal cut sets- MCS). The method is applicable to those IE that come from the process 
systems, the systems being modeled in normal operation configuration. The F/T method was 
successfully used in Cernavoda Probabilistic Safety Evaluation (CPSE) studies, in 1990, 1995 
and 1997-1998. Examples of IE modeled with this method in CPSE study: “High feedwater 
flow” [7], “Loss of chilled water system” [7], “Single PHTS pump trip” [7], [8], etc. 

 
3.2 BAYES METHOD 

 
The Bayesian updating method is a simplified approach, based on the concept of 

“Moment Matching” and allows use of lognormally distributed prior distribution [2]. The 
Bayes method combines the station specific experience with the IE frequencies that appeared 
to other similar station. These generic data can be obtained from available studies. 

 
Bayesian updating method 

Steps Description Equation(s) 
1 Inputs for the prior log-normal 

distribution: 
m- the mean of the generic IE 

frequency  
ef- Log-normal error factor  
Inputs for the likelihood 

evidence: 
f- number of occurrences for 

specific IE 
T- exposure time (monitored 

period) 

- 

2 Calculate σ parameter of prior 
lognormal distribution  645.1

)efln(
z

)efln(

95.0
≈=σ  

z0.95 is the 95th percentile of the standard 
normal distribution function  

3 Calculate the variance of the 
prior distribution  








−= σ 1emv

22  
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Steps Description Equation(s) 
4 Find the parameters of a similar 

conjugate distribution by moment 
matching (assume tat the mean and 
variance of the conjugate prior 
distribution are equal to the mean and 
variance of the log-normally 
distributed prior distribution)  
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5 Find the conjugate posterior 
distribution  T

f
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6 Find the mean and variance of 

the conjugate posterior distribution in 
terms of its parameters 
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7 Calculate the error factor of the 

posterior lognormal distribution by 
moment matching ( ) 
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8 Final result for the log-normal 

posterior distribution:  
m’- mean 
ef’- log-normal error factor 

- 

 
3.3 THE METHOD BASED ON PIPING SPECIFIC DESIGN DATA AND 
GENERIC DATA 

 
From the PSA perspective, piping failures can have effect on a plant risk as initiating 

events. Piping failures occur because of degradation and failure mechanisms not accounted 
for in the original piping system design, fabrication and installation [9]. As in reference [9], 
the failures are classified as either “crack”, “pinhole leak”, “leak” or “rupture”. The term 
“rupture” implies a sudden, major piping failure having a significant effect on plant operation. 
For the estimation of IE frequency related to piping systems, the evaluation was limited to 
typical piping components: bends/elbows, pipes, tees and welds. Within any given piping 
system, individual piping section could be susceptible to degradation mechanisms (flow 
accelerated corrosion, thermal fatigue, etc) or failure mechanisms (vibration-fatigue) or water 
hammer. 

The equation (1) gives the frequency of pipe rupture for a general piping system, 
consisting of piping components of different size and material and susceptible to different 
degradation and failure mechanisms: 

 
( ) ( )∑∑∑ ⋅⋅λ+λ+⋅⋅λ=

j
jjj

k
k

i
iiir WH|RPn)WH()R(DRPn)D(F       (1) 

 
FR - frequency of pipe rupture 
λi(D) - failure rate per component (weld, bend, tee, etc) for all degradation 
mechanisms in category “i”  
ni - number of components in category "i" 

( )DRPi - probability of rupture given failure of component in category "i" piping 
λk(R)  -  rupture rate per component for all failure mechanisms in category "k" piping  
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λj (WH) -  frequency of water hammer in category "j" piping  
nj - number of components in category "j" 

( )WHRPj  - probability of rupture given failure of component in category "j" piping. 
Starting from (1), a simplified model was proposed for IE frequency derivation at 

Cernavoda NPP [10], with the following steps: 
 The examination of isometric schemes for the system whose frequency have to 

be calculated 
 Information on weld locations, piping components (bends, elbows, pipes, tees) 
 Numbers of bends, elbows, tees, welds (could be elbow/bend welds and  pipe 

to pipe welds) 
 The length of tees, elbows, bends, pipes 
 Piping design (material composition, pipe diameter, component type) 
 Operating conditions (operating temperatures; fluid conditions: stagnant, 

laminar, turbulent flow; chemical control, etc). 
 Estimation of piping reliability parameters (rupture frequency for: pipes, 

tees/elbows/bends, bend/elbow welds, pipe to pipe welds) 
 Estimation of pipe rupture frequency 
 Results interpretation. 

For estimation of piping reliability parameters, generic data from available study were 
taken [5], [9]. Examples of Cernavoda NPP IE  whose frequencies were calculated with this 
method [10]: “Large asymmetric feedline break inside turbine building”, “Symmetric 
blowdown line break inside reactor building”, Large asymmetric feedline break inside reactor 
building, downstream SG check valve”, “Large steam line break inside turbine building”, etc. 

 
3.4 NON-INFORMATIVE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION 

 
Non-informative prior distributions are a class of prior distributions that minimize the 

relative importance of the prior distribution in generating a posterior estimate. Non-
informative prior distribution is used when little or no generic prior information is available. 
IE frequencies are assumed to be constant with time. The distribution of number of failures in 
a fixed time has a Poisson distribution. So, the likelihood function is assumed to be the 
Poisson distribution wherever a non-informative prior distribution is used. The use of a non-
informative prior distribution with the Poisson distribution as the likelihood function, gives 
the chi-square distribution as the posterior distribution. The median of this posterior 
distribution is defined by the chi-square distribution at 50% confidence with 2n+1 degree of 
freedom. This median value can be assumed to represent the best estimate of the mean IE 
frequency. Use of the chi-square distribution permits the estimation of IE frequency where 
zero failures were observed.  Cernavoda NPP IE whose frequencies were calculated with this 
method are: “Calandria vessel rupture”, “Inadvertent withdrawal of adjuster rods”, etc. 

 
4 RESULTS 

 
Bellow is presented how the F/T method was used in CPSE study, for IE called 

“Spurious trip of a PHT pump (3312-P1, -P2, -P3 or -P4) when the reactor is operating in 2/2 
mode”; Failure criteria: 1/4 PHT pumps trips; Mission Time - 365 days. 

For this IE [7], [8] a fault tree was modeled. The reliability data used are generic. The 
final value, obtained with EDFT program, developed in Institute for Nuclear Research Pitesti, 
was 2.01e-01 occ/reactor-years. Bellow is presented the quantitative evaluation of the above 
IE. 
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Final Report on TopGate HTPT.PPS-HTPT 
 HTPT.FTI , HTPT.AUX 
 Output EDFTV3.0 
  
 Top Value: 201.119594067335 over 1000 years 
  
 MaxValue: 0 
 MaxSize: 200 
 
No: 0 Value: 33.2599983215332  Cont: 

16.53742% 
/3312//M/1(MVIBFR)/N/FR/ 
No: 1 Value: 33.2599983215332  Cont: 

16.53742% 
/3312//M/2(MVIBFR)/N/FR/ 
No: 2 Value: 33.2599983215332  Cont: 

16.53742% 
/3312//M/3(MVIBFR)/N/FR/ 
No: 3 Value: 33.2599983215332  Cont: 

16.53742% 
/3312//M/4(MVIBFR)/N/FR/ 
No: 4 Value: 13.3000001907349  Cont: 

6.612981% 
/3312//P/1(PVC-FR)/M/FR/ 
No: 5 Value: 13.3000001907349  Cont: 

6.612981% 
/3312//P/2(PVC-FR)/M/FR/ 
No: 6 Value: 13.3000001907349  Cont: 

6.612981% 
/3312//P/3(PVC-FR)/M/FR/ 

No: 7 Value: 13.3000001907349  Cont: 
6.612981% 

/3312//P/4(PVC-FR)/M/FR/ 
No: 8 Value: 3.70000004768372  Cont: 

1.839701% 
/5314//CB/A07(EC4BOS)/N/OS/ 
No: 9 Value: 3.70000004768372  Cont: 

1.839701% 
/5314//CB/B07(EC4BOS)/N/OS/ 
No: 10 Value: 0.70990002155304  Cont: 

0.3529741% 
/63312/PM1/CT/30(R---CS)/N/FCO/ 
No: 11 Value: 0.70990002155304  Cont: 

0.3529741% 
/63312/PM2/CT/30(R---CS)/N/FCO/ 
No: 12 Value: 0.70990002155304  Cont: 

0.3529741% 
/63312/PM3/CT/30(R---CS)/N/FCO/ 
No: 13 Value: 0.70990002155304  Cont: 

0.3529741% 
/63312/PM4/CT/30(R---CS)/N/FCO/

 
5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper have been presented the IE frequencies derivation methods used for some 

available CANDU PSA analyses (DPSE study and BBRA study) and  methods that were 
applied in Romania  for some nuclear facilities (including Cernavoda NPP). The F/T method 
and the method based on piping specific design data, offer a good resolution in IE frequency 
estimation. Better estimation means specific data bases (failure rates, mean time to repair, test 
intervals, piping reliability parameters, etc). The Bayes method is a simplified approach, 
based on the concept of “Moment Matching” and allows use of lognormally distributed prior 
distribution. For application of this method it is necessary to have an operating experience for 
the nuclear facility (an exposure time) and some initiating events collected, because the 
method combines a station specific experience with the IE frequencies that appeared to other 
similar station. These generic data can be obtained from available and applicable studies. The 
non-informative prior distribution is used when little or no generic prior information is 
available. 
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